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Abstract 

Currency exchange risk is one of the major risks foreign investors may be exposed to while 
investing overseas. Such risk takes place when the host state’s currency appreciates or 
depreciates in value affecting negatively the investor’s investment. Since investors are 
concerned with losing the value of the host state’s currency once an investment is made 
using that currency, it might be helpful for them to clearly understand when such risk 
occurs due to demand on the currency or due to manipulation of the host state in the 
exchange rates. For that, the paper clearly defines the nature of currency exchange risk in 
foreign direct investment where such financial risk may easily be regarded as a political 
one. The paper aims to add value through introducing a new approach in understanding 
the components that makes currency exchange risk considered as purely political risk or as 
purely financial. It aims to introduce the cases where such threat may be regarded as a 
political financial risk in order to assist investors in understanding what kind of a risk they 
could experience. The paper proves that currency exchange threat may take one of three 
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forms through examining nature of financial regulations in host states and through 
probing recent cases settled by ICSID. 

Key words: Financial Regulation, Investment Risk, Currency Exchange 
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1. Introduction 

As investment are increasingly interested in expanding overseas, their investments may be 
subjected to numerous risks that they wouldn’t have necessarily encountered should they 
have not made the decision to go abroad. Normally investors may be subjected to three 
major risks; Political, Commercial and Financial risks. In terms of financial risk, investors 
could mainly be subjected to many threats one of which is currency exchange. For that, it is 
important to understand the true nature of this threat and to clearly distinguish between 
cases where this is regarded as a pure financial risk or as a political one. It is also of 
importance to understand how this risk could be a hybrid of both political and financial 
risks. To do so, this paper will resort to primary and secondary resources. Mainly, the 
paper will examine international treaties and two recent cases settled by ICSID. The first is 
the case of CMS v Argentina and the second one is Rusuro Mining v Venezuela. The paper 
will also examine the work of Rubins, Swan, Mora, Yescomb, Bishop and Saghir. Moreover, 
the paper will resort to news articles and peer-reviewed publications in order to prove the 
main hypothesis that exchange threat is one that could be considered as either a pure 
political risk, pure financial risk or as a political financial risk depending on the financial 
regulations of the host state and the amount of state intervention. 

 

2. Determents of Currency Exchange Rate 

In general, currency exchange rates are affected by the political situation of the host state 
and by its economic and fiscal policies. The sounder these policies are and the more stable 
the political situation is, the stronger the currency will be. A strong currency encourages 
investors to invest in a given state. The weaker the currency is, the more discouraged 
investors will be to invest in the host state using its currency. As such, investors are 
normally encouraged by the host state’s limited intervention in determining currency’s 
exchange rates. 

Any given state may opt for one of three policies in determining how its currency 
preforms. This initially will either give investors the assurance they need to make their 
investment in the host state’s currency or will make them reluctant in doing so. 
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When looking at how the host state’s currency is performing, it is advisable to understand 
the nature of the policy followed by host state. As such, the host state may opt to control its 
currency through pegging it to another one or it could manage it through monitoring it 
periodically or it could give markets the freedom to determine its value. 

 

a. Demand-Based Exchange Rate 

States that opted for a free-floating currency initially allowed exchange rate of their 
currency to be determined by the demand on it meaning that, demand is the driver in 
determining the value of the host state’s currency [Bofinger & Wollmersha ̈user 2001: 5]. In 
states like the United Kingdom and the United States and even in trade blocs that have 
unified currencies like the European Union, determining the value of their currencies was 
left to the markets [IMF 2017: 7]. 

In these states, what is notable is that government intervention is virtually non-existent 
[Blejer & Leiderman 1979: 2]. In essence, this means the currency is behaving freely in the 
markets and the host state will not intervene in determining its value unless there was an 
underlying threat to the markets in which case it will intervene to evade such threat. 

 

b. Managed Exchange Rates 

There are states that opted for what is known as the dirty float or managed float policy in 
which the government intervenes in determining the market exchange rate. In these states, 
the government determines the limit of “floating” that the currency may be traded in 
[Bofinger & Wollmershäuser 2001: 4]. States like China and Malaysia decided to determine 
the exchange rate path [IMF 2017: 9].  

In these states, investors may be at risk once the hots state intervenes in determining the 
exchange rate in a manner that would affect the investor negatively. 

 

c. Controlled or Fixed Exchange Rates   

Some states opted for directly controlling their currency exchange rates in order to guard 
and protect their markets. These states decided to tie their currencies to a foreign one 
where the value of their local currency appreciates or depreciates depending on how the 
foreign currency is performing. In essence, this means that the currency’s exchange rate is 
fixed to the one it is pegged to [IMF 2017: 10]. Such concept has historical grounds drawn 
within the Bretton Woods Agreement where other currencies were pegged to the US Dollar 
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which in turn was pegged to gold [Lipsey 1975: 683-702]. States like Saudi Arabia and the 
UAE opted to peg their currencies to the dollar through determining a specific exchange 
rate that is constant against the dolar [IMF 2017: 6]. For example, the Saudi Riyal is pegged 
to the US Dollar where each US Dollar is equal to 3.75 Saudi Riyals whereas in the UAE, 
each US Dollar is equal to 3.6725 Dirhams [Al-Hamidy 2011: 301] and [Salama 2018]. On 
the other hand, Lebanon opted to for a stabilized arrangement whereby each US Dollar is 
equal to 1,507.5 Lebanese Pounds [IMF 2017: 61]. Such pegging could be considered 
another form of control over the currency and may present foreign investors with a layer of 
security while investing in the host state using the host state’s currency but it, nevertheless, 
exposes them to other underlying risks such as currency manipulation. 

Moreover, there are states, like Honduras and Nicaragua, that opted for what is known as a 
crawling peg whereby they revise and reassess periodically the value of the peg and change 
it as they deem suitable [Blejer & Leiderman 1979: 2] and [IMF 2017: 6].  

For that, it is of importance to differentiate between controlling a currency and 
manipulating it. Controlling refers to guarding the currency and ensuring its performance 
is stable in order to protect the currency and markets. Whereas manipulating refers to 
appreciating or depreciating the currency exchange rate in a deliberate manner by the host 
state in order to cause harm to foreign investors or to limit them from benefiting from 
their property rights in part or in full. 

Investors who opted for investing in states that have pegged currencies using the host 
state’s currencies my find their investments at risk if the host state decided to suddenly 
unpeg its currency causing harm to foreign investors as happened in Argentina in the early 
2000s when the government decided unpegged the Peso from the US Dollar [Swan & 
Murphy 1999: 52-54]. 

 

3. Currency Exchange as a Threat to Foreign Investment 

Foreign investors who opted for investing in the host state using the host state’s currency 
may find themselves, sometimes, at risk of losing the value of their investment due to the 
loss of currency’s value. This risk, depending on the nature of its occurrence and the 
underlying facts that helped in its manifestation, could either be a pure political threat, 
pure financial threat or a hybrid of the two. 

The importance in understanding the nature of this risk will help investors know exactly 
the type of threat they are encountering and how they could protect their investments 
against it through insurance or through undertaking other protective measures. 
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a. Currency Exchange as a Political Threat 

Generally, political risk can be defined as a threat to investments made by foreigners 
through means of interference by the host state’s government or its representatives who are 
acting on its behalf resulting in limiting investors from benefiting from their property 
rights [Kobrin 67-68] and [Mora 2008: 80].  

It requires a direct or indirect intervention by the host state in a manner that limits foreign 
investors from practicing and enjoying their property rights. Such risk generally includes 
acts like expropriation, nationalization and is influenced by the political environment of 
the host state in addition to the investor-state relationship and to the investment’s sector 
[Jürgen 1982: 703]. 

Based on this brief introduction to political risk, it is understood that any action or 
underlying risk requires the intervention of the host state, or one of its representatives 
who’s acting on behalf of the state and for its interest, to be regarded as a political risk. 
Failure to meet such condition means that the underlying risk may either be regarded as 
financial or commercial one. 

In terms of currency exchange, for it to be considered as a political threat to investors, the 
host state needs to actively inflate or deflate the exchange rates of its currency [Howard 
2013: 1216]. If the host state pegged its currency to a foreign one, like Argentina did 
between the 1990s and early 2000s, investors may be at risk of losing the value of their 
investment should the government decide to unpeg its currency [Swan & Murphy 1999: 
52-54]. In this scenario, the deliberate decision of the host state’s government to unpeg its 
currency resulting in limiting foreign investors from benefiting from their property rights 
deliberately, such intervention in the currency exchange rate could be regarded as a pure 
political risk [Saghir 2018: 74-75]. This is for example what the US gas transmission 
company CMS experienced in Argentina. 

 

b. Currency Exchange as a Financial Threat 

Normally, currency exchange is one of the threats to foreign investors falling under the 
label of financial risk [Yescomb 2002: 183]. Financial risk in foreign investments are ones 
that are not directly related to the investment undertaken in the host state rather associated 
with external economic and financial factors of the host state itself [Saghir 2018: 71]. 

The UK’s currency, the Pound Sterling, is a free-floating currency and its value is 
determined by the markets’ demand [IMF 2017: 7]. The risk that investors encountered in 
the UK recently was the currency fluctuation that the Sterling experienced since the UK’s 
decision to exit the European Union [Lee 2019], [Telegraph 2019] and [BBC Online]. The 
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UK’s government did not interfere in any way nor did attempt to manipulate the currency 
in order to keep it at a specific rate and as such, given the lack of intervention by the host 
state, losses that investors encountered due to the Sterling’s fluctuation may only be 
regarded as a pure financial risk. 

 

c. Currency Exchange as a Political Financial Threat 

There may be instances where currency exchange risk may neither fall directly under the 
financial risk label nor the political risk classification since it shares qualities of both risks. 
As such, this threat, although it appeared due to direct intervention by the host state, it was 
not made for the purpose of depriving investors from their property rights. Rather 
intervention only took place in order to protect the host state’s currency and markets. 

In states that allowed its currencies to free float, like the Swedish Korona for example, 
government’s intervention ranges from minimal to null depending on the markets 
performance [IMF 2017: 7]. Normally, these governments will not interfere unless there 
was a catastrophic event threatening the economic and financial stability of the state as the 
Swedish Central Bank recently declared [Martin 2016]. But this is, in fact, an exception to 
the rule. 

In states that opted for the pegged currency policy, changes to the exchange rate or to the 
monetary policy may not necessarily be for the purpose of depriving investors, foreign or 
local, form their property rights rather could be undertaken to protect the local currency 
and markets. Indeed, the East Caribbean countries whose currency was once pegged to the 
Pound Sterling made the change and pegged the currency to the US Dollar due to 
increasing trade relationship with United States [Meissner & Oomes 2008: 9]. 

In such cases, currency exchange threat may more accurately be regarded as a political 
financial risk given the host state’s intervention in making the decision to unpeg the 
currency or to determine a specific ceiling which the currency is allowed to inflate or 
deflate within. 

Similarly, in states where unofficial exchange markets were tolerated and relied on by 
investors where governments of these states decided later to deem such markets as illegal, 
such action may be regarded as a Political Financial Threat as is the case with Venezuela. 
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4. Currency Exchange and Investment Treaties 

Bilateral Investment Treaties [BITs] and Multilateral Investment Treaties [MITs] are 
means of promotion and protection of investors whereby states agree to offer investors of 
respective states a series of incentives that would allow them to facilitate their investments. 

Normally, these treaties include clauses aimed at limiting expropriation of investors’ 
properties, means of compensation, National Treatment, Fair and Equitable Treatment, 
Treatment no Less Favorable than that awarded to investors of other states in addition to 
other clauses in which investors are offered specific rights when it comes to remitting their 
earnings among others [Bishop, Crawford & Reisman 2005: 10].  

When it comes to currency exchange and transfer, one of the examples can be found in the 
BIT between the Kingdom of Denmark and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela whereby 
in Article 7 of this treaty the parties agreed to allow the free transfer of capital and proceeds 
of the investment [Denmark and Venezuela BIT 1994: Art 7]. It also drew the line when it 
comes to transfer of currency where currency may be convertible on the basis of the market 
rate on the date of the transfer [Denmark and Venezuela BIT 1994: Art 7]. 

Additionally, article VIII of the BIT between Venezuela and Canada, awarded investors the 
right to freely transfer the investment funds in the currency of which the investment was 
originally made with or in any convertible currency the contracting state and the investor 
agrees on and in the rate of exchange applicable on the date of transfer [Canada and 
Venezuela BIT 1996: Art VIII]. 

When investors experience losses to their property rights in the host state, they resort to 
the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes [ICSID] to settle any 
disputes arising between them and host states in relation to the proper application or 
interpretation of  BITs or an MITs. 

The following examples are recent cases settled by ICSID in which at least one of the claims 
made by the Claimants was related to Currency Exchange or Transfer. 

 

a. Rusoro v Venezuela 

When a Canadian registered company acquired the rights of a number of gold mining sites 
in Venezuela through owning the company which held the mining rights in Venezuela, 
Rusoro did not anticipate the forthcoming changes in law within Venezuela that eventually 
led to the nationalisation of the gold mining sector as a whole. 
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Among the claims against Venezuela submitted to ICSID, Rusoro stated that it suffered 
losses from the Currency Exchange rate introduced by the Central Bank of Venezuela 
[Rusoro Mining v Venezuela 2016: Sec D, Para 456]. 

These losses, according to the company, amounted due to the artificially boosted value of 
the Venezuelan Bolivar and due to the abolishment of the Swap Market, a currency 
exchange market which was tolerated by the Venezuelan government until the 
introduction of the new law which made activities in this market illegal [Rusoro Mining v 
Venezuela 2016: Sec D, Para 424, 454-455 & 484].  

Additionally, Venezuela implemented a number of restrictions on exporting gold putting 
private companies at a disadvantage compared to public companies. Although the 
government re-introduced no legislation equalising the treatment of gold exporting 
companies irrespective of its ownership structure. 

The important factor in this case in relation to Currency Exchange and Transfer was the 
Tribunal’s analysis where the Tribunal agreed that “States have the sovereign right to 
establish and amend, in furtherance of their economic policy, exchange control regulations 
which defines the relationship between the State’s own currency and that of other 
sovereigns” [Rusoro Mining v Venezuela 2016: Para 531]. 

This case represents an example of how Currency Exchange may be considered as a 
Political Financial Risk given that the host state changed its regulatory framework to rely 
on the official rate introduced by the Central Bank rather than allowing investors to use a 
gray market that determine the currency exchange rates on different merits. 

 

b. CMS v Argentina 

In light of the economic hardship Argentina was experiencing, the government decided to 
suspend some of the incentives awarded to foreign investors and to unpeg the Argentine 
Peso from the US dollar. 

Additionally, some of the incentives awarded to foreign investors in public utilities by the 
Argentinian Government was their right to adjust tariffs according to the US Producer 
Price Index [US PPI] biannually and to calculate tariffs in US dollar whereby the rate of the 
Argentine Peso to the US dollar was pegged on the basis of 1 to 1. 

This, however changed due to the economic situation since these incentives were halted 
resulting in losses on part of foreign investors like CMS the US Gas Transmission 
Company and resulting in severe flight of foreign capital [CMS v Argentina 2005: Para 65, 
69-73, 164 & 168]. This is especially true since the rate of the Argentine Peso after it 
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became unpegged to the dollar was valued at 3 Pesos per Dollar. The underlying issue here 
was calculating the tariffs where these were calculated in Peso the adjusted according to 
Argentina’s Consumer Price Index and then later converted to US dollar and subjected to 
the dollar adjustment in accordance with Argentina’s Convertibility Law of 1991 [CMS v 
Argentina 2005: Para 130]. 

What is notable is that the Tribunal saw that it does not have the authority to decide 
whether the economic policies enacted by Argentina were right or wrong rather it aims to 
examine whether these measures resulted in “adverse consequences” for the CMS [CMS v 
Argentina 2005: Para 159]. 

In its decision, the Tribunal found that the BIT between Argentina and the US stipulates 
that parties to this treaty are to respect any legal and contractual obligation connected to an 
investment [USA and Argentina BIT 1991: Art. II(2)c]. In that respect, the incentives that 
Argentina awarded to investors, including tariff incentives, was considered as legally 
binding and as such, not respecting such obligations is in violation of Article II(2)c [CMS v 
Argentina 2005: Para 303]. 

This case is an example of how currency exchange could be regarded as a Pure Political 
Risk given the fact that Argentina decided to unpeg its currency and suspend the special 
treatment awarded to foreign investors through changing and suspending laws governing 
special tariffs and exchange rates. And although, it is up to the host state to decide on its 
financial and economic policy in any way it deems appropriate, the fact that Argentina did 
not adhere by and respect the contractual obligations it made with investors means that 
such risk is a Pure Political Risk. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Currency exchange fluctuation pauses a threat to foreign investors. As such, understanding 
the nature of the monitory policy followed by the host state will assist investors understand 
the exact type of risk they could encounter. The paper thoroughly examined different host 
state approaches in regard to currency exchange and proved that currency exchange threat 
could form one of three risks.  

Classically currency exchange fluctuation was regarded as financial risk, but the view 
changed after the crisis in Asia and Latin America [Rubnis & Kinsella 2005: 18]. Currency 
exchange rate fluctuation may now be either political or financial risk or it could also be a 
hybrid of the two.  

For that, it is equally important to understand the limit of host state’s intervention in 
determining the currency exchange rate where the host state may decide to actively control 
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the currency through inflating or deflating it like the Venezuelan government did [Ulmer 
and Corina Pons 2018]. In such states currency exchange is considered a political risk. 

It could also decide to manipulate with the currency exchange rate through artificially 
increasing or decreasing the value of the currency in order to limit investors form 
benefiting from their property rights like Argentina did. Such action is regarded as a 
political risk. On the other hand, manipulating with the currency exchange rate may not 
necessarily be for the purpose of depriving investors from their property rights rather could 
be to drive the host state’s growth higher like what China did with the US Dollar recently, 
for example [Skaff, Webb & Clahane 2018: 1-4] and [Wallace 2018]. In such case, the 
currency exchange here may be regarded as a political financial risk. 

Alternatively, intervention means that the host state will step in to protect its currency and 
markets in order to evade a catastrophic or eminent threat to the currency or to its market 
or may be taken as an answer to a crisis that is in the shaping or one that already took place 
[Bank of Cleveland 2003: 3-4]. This is for example what happened in Greece in 2008 where 
the government imposed currency controls until 2016 in response to the financial crisis the 
country experienced [Smith 2016]. In such scenarios, currency exchange threat may be 
regarded as a political financial risk. 

Finally, it can be concluded that the key to finding out the exact nature of currency 
exchange threat lies in understanding the nature and degree of the host state’s intervention 
in currency exchange rates and the monitory policy the state follows. 
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